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1. Name of Organization:  

Lift to Rise 

 

2. Name of Program:  

 

United Lift Rental Assistance Fund 

  

3. Name, title and contact information for person responsible for the funding request 

should follow up be required: 

  

Heather Vaikona, President & CEO 

 

4. Provide Mission Statement: 

 

Lift to Rise is a collective impact organization that works to achieve a future where all 

Coachella Valley families are healthy, stable and thriving. Our work brings together 

community and institutional leaders to collaboratively solve the underlying causes of 

poverty and inequality. 

 

5. Unmet Need 

 

a. Describe the need which will be impacted by this grant? Use local and 

appropriate statistics and data. 

 

As COVID-19 surges and threatens more public health driven shutdowns, few places 

are expected to be hit harder than the Coachella Valley. With a large retiree 

population and an economy heavily dependent on farm work, hospitality and tourism, 

the impact will be felt most by seniors and families who already struggle with low 

wages and have neither the financial resources nor safety nets to weather a continued 

economic downturn. 

 

Lift to Rise is driving a rapid-response, system-stabilizing plan to strengthen 

Coachella Valley households financially devastated by COVID-19 economic 

disruptions. Last quarter, thousands of community members reported unprecedented 

losses of income due to lack of work. This in turn causes families to fall behind on 

rent and mortgage payments, creating a potential homelessness crisis on a massive 

scale. The best solution to homelessness is prevention, and Lift to Rise will prevent 

this terrible disruption to Coachella Valley’s hardworking low-income communities 

by providing families with assistance in the form of up to 3 months of rental 

assistance to prevent eviction and keep families housed.  

 

Before the current public health and economic crisis, 2 out of 3 Coachella Valley 

renter households were rent burdened. COVID 19 has severely widened and 

compounded the housing precarity faced by an incredibly significant portion of our 



population. We must act in all the ways we know how to keep families housed in this 

incredibly challenging time: each one individual eviction prevented saves taxpayers 

and our local community resource pool average more than $38,000 a year. As 

families and children are required to maintain social distance, keeping residents in 

their homes can literally become a matter of life and death in these unprecedented 

times. 

 

b. Describe the proposed program/project including goals, objectives and timeline. 

 

United Lift is a rental assistance program coordinated between Riverside County, 

United Way of the Inland Valleys, and Lift to Rise with the goal of keeping 10,000 

Riverside County families and residents housed between the months of June and 

November by providing one-time support in direct rental assistance. The rental 

assistance is intended to cover 100% of total past due rent, up to $3,500 per 

household. The fund is supported by the largest allocation of CARES ACT funding 

by a county in the country, based on the per capita population. 

 

Lift to Rise has been very successful in facilitating direct investment to support the 

fund; over $33 million in rental assistance has been committed by the County of 

Riverside to be disbursed between the months of June and November. Additionally, 

Lift To Rise has secured an additional $2 million in rental relief to support Coachella 

Valley households. In total, we expect to distribute more than $10 million in rental 

assistance to Coachella Valley households. However, we are facing a gap of at least 

$200,000 needed to cover the whole cost of implementation of the United Lift Rental 

Assistance Fund and additional secured rent relief funds over the next five months. 

This level of intervention requires incredibly significant staffing case management, 

external accounting support and broad technological and data expertise. A grant from 

the RAP Foundation will enable Lift to Rise to administer rental relief to an estimated 

1,000 applicants in Coachella Valley and Blythe, in line with the RAP Foundation’s 

service area. 

 

 

Lift To Rise has worked behind the scenes for moths tracking data and designing a 

potential framework that would be capable of absorbing this level of funding and 

deploying rapid rental relief to thousands of area households. In a matter of days, the 

Lift To Rise team built the web portal, designed a data driven intake process and 

utilized our base of 100+ volunteers to launch this effort.  

 

We have absorbed tremendous costs to make our emergency relief work possible 

including the facilitation of millions of dollars of economic relief. We must continue 

to meet this moment to mitigate the economic precarity faced by tens of thousands of 

households and also lift up the ways in which housing insecurity is a central social 

determinant of health and driver of regional inequity. 

 

c. Describe the population(s) that will benefit from this grant. Including the 

number of children/youth (0-18 years) to be served, number of adults (19-54 

years) to be served, number of seniors (55+ years) to be served, number of 

persons living at or below federal poverty level. 



 

The population that will benefit from this grant are the most economically vulnerable 

low-income households; individuals who have lost income due to COVID related and 

are now facing sudden eviction and homelessness. Current program data indicates 

that 7/10 rental assistance seekers are female heads of households, more than 40% 

have children age 0-5 in their household, 93% indicate that they will be unable to pay 

next month’s rent and 49% are unable to work because of COVID 19 impacts.  

 

d. Total number of persons to be served (impacted). 

 

Support from the RAP foundation will directly impact an estimated 1,000 households 

in the project area (averaging 3.9 family members), representing over 4,000 

individuals.   

 

e. Describe geographic area to be served. 

 

Our request to the RAP Foundation will support households in the RAP 

Foundation’s service area of the Coachella Valley and Blythe. Shocking new data 

shows the Coachella Valley has the state's second largest population of infected 

residents and COVID-19 death per capita. This, in a community in which nearly half 

already live in or near poverty and Latino and immigrant households are three times 

more likely to face poverty than white residents. Parts of the Coachella Valley are 

primarily rural farmland which face ongoing housing challenges that are only worsened 

with the ongoing pandemic. Residents live in manufactured home housing in small 

population clusters of 60 – 500 people. The clusters are located within Census Tract 

456.04, an area of extreme economic poverty classified as a Severely Disadvantaged 

Community, where the poverty level is both double the rate of Riverside County and 

the State of California. 

The area of the United Lift Fund which Lift To Rise is responsible for supporting is 

serves low-to extremely low-income Eastern Riverside County households who are 

experiencing financial hardship because of the COVID-19 pandemic such that their 

housing security is at risk. This includes those who have lost income due to COVID 

related business closures, decreased wages or hours worked, temporary layoffs or 

suspensions, permanent layoffs, or missing work to care for a school aged child, as well 

as those with sudden additional expenses such as new child care related expenses 

caused by school closures and medical expenses related to being ill with COVID-19 or 

caring for a family member who is ill with COVID-19. Housing risk includes lack of 

housing security or stability where a single event, unexpected expenses, or crisis can 

increase the risk of losing their housing, such as job instability, sudden unemployment, 

or eviction threat. 

f. Name potential partners and collaborators and explain their role for this 

program/project (if applicable). 

 

The United Lift Rental Assistance Fund is a coordinated effort between the County of 

Riverside, United Way of the Inland Valleys, and Lift to Rise. Lift to Rise is responsible 

for the east end of Riverside County, including all Coachella Valley cities and 



unincorporated communities as well as Calimesa, Blythe, Banning, and Beaumont. The 

United Way of the Inland Valleys will serve the remainder of the County. 

 

6. Evaluation 

 

a. Name at least one form of qualitative evaluation that will be used to gather data 

and evaluate outcomes for this program/project. Describe how often the data 

will be collected.  

 

Our Deputy Director, Araceli Palafox, is leading the data, research and evaluation 

effort for the entire county and Lift To Rise will provide a comprehensive data report 

monthly to the Riverside County Board of Supervisors, funders and the media 

outlining qualitative and quantitative findings.  Araceli, with research support from 

USC’s Price school of Public Policy, will collect qualitative data before, during, and 

after each month’s application and payment disbursement window.  

 

Name at least one form of quantitative evaluation that will be used to gather 

data and evaluate outcomes for this program/project. Describe how often the 

data will be collected.  

 

This project provides a phenomenal opportunity to gain a clear quantitative snapshot 

of the pervasive impacts of COVID 19 and the enduring impacts of our region’s 

ongoing housing crisis. We are collecting quantitative data such as income, gender, 

household family size, city of residence, areas of employment, wage loss, and 

housing costs. Data is collected online during the screening and application process 

and is verified in the verification process. 

 

External evaluation methods include questionnaire surveys and qualitative measures 

such as observations and interviews to ensure programmatic goals and long-term 

objectives are being met. This approach is a follow-up process occurring after rental 

assistance is received. Our dedicated staff will contact families via telephone to 

conduct evaluation, impact report and survey.  

 

b. Will the evaluation process require the expertise of an outside expert or 

consultant? If so, how was this person obtained and explain that person’s scope 

of work. 

 

Lift to Rise will conduct an ongoing rapid evaluation process internally to adapt the 

program implementation as needed to best serve residents over the course of the 

program. Our staff and volunteers will gather data, survey forms, and conduct 

interviews. To assess the organizations financial statements, Lift to Rise’s accounting 

department will track finances and assess and oversee ongoing expenditures.  

 

A comprehensive faculty team from USC’s School of Public Policy consisting of 

housing economists and other subject matter experts will conduct a formal evaluation 

of the entire program. 

 

7. Budget 



a. What is the amount requested from RAP Foundation? 

 

                  $100,000 

 

b. What is the total operating budget of the organization? 

 

                 $14.3 M 

 

c. What is the total proposed program/project budget? 

 

                $12.5 M 

 

 

d. Will other grantors/funders be approached to fund the program/project? If yes, 

name the funders and amount of money. 

 

In addition to substantial funding from the County of Riverside, as well as the Desert Healthcare 

District and Foundation, Lift To Rise has secured significant funding from private donors and 

institutional donors including Bank of America, Wells Fargo and others. Additional funds will 

continue to be sought from other private sources to augment that operational costs of 

implementing this program. 

 

8. Describe how your organization is adapting to the COVID-19 public health crisis to 

serve or provide programs to your target population. 

 

In late March 2020, Lift to Rise, together with more than two dozen local and regional partners, 

launched an Economic Protection Plan and Support Fund to connect low-income families in 

Coachella Valley cities and outlying unincorporated areas to every available form of income 

assistance, and to establish collaborative deployment of resources as they become available.  

We have (i.) created a weekly Spanish/English online source of information about housing; 

health services; utility services; food opportunities; education; worker protection, and small 

business support programs; (ii.) we expanded our existing telephone and text capabilities to 

establish a central phone and digital network, where a bank of more the 90 bilingual volunteers 

provide support to thousands of community residents by phone, fax, and email; (iii.) we joined 

forces with government leaders to shape policy to prevent evictions wherever possible; (iv.) we 

raised and distributed emergency cash relief, using infrastructure developed from a previous 

relief effort and utilizing a payment platform that does not consider immigration status.  

 

 


